Abstract. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is an effective tool for detecting shallow subsurface targets. In many GPR applications, these targets are veiled by the strong waves reflected from the ground surface, so that we need to apply a signal processing technique to separate the target signal from such strong signals. A pulse-compression technique is used in this research to compress the signal width so that it can be separated out from the strong contaminated clutter signals. This work introduces a filter algorithm to carry out pulse compression for GPR data, using a Wiener filtering technique. The filter is applied to synthetic and field GPR data acquired over a buried pipe.
Introduction
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a successful non-invasive tool for the detection of shallow subsurface targets. GPR is already a well established geophysical tool used for imaging the subsurface in a wide range of applications (Daniels, 1996) , and research is currently being conducted to improve the image and to extract the target signature in free space or buried in soil (Nag and Peters, 2001) . In many cases the reflection from near-surface targets is often masked by the strong reflection from the ground surface due to the finite pulse width. In this case, we need to apply a signal filter algorithm to separate the target signal from the strong ground-wave reflection.
A classical method to remove the strong reflection from the ground surface is the background-averaging subtraction technique, which is one of the common filters used in GPR processing (Daniels, 1996; van der Merwe and Gupta, 2000; Roth et al., 2003; Roth, 2005) . This technique estimates the background by averaging all A-scans (individual traces) in an area of interest and then subtracts this average trace from each A-scan. This method works well for situations where the number of targets is limited and they are physically well separated. It is evident that the summation of the average values will include contributions from all targets, and the greater the number the less will be the difference that results (Daniels, 1996) . In practice, when there is a horizontal planar reflection within the area of interest, this process will have a strong effect of removing most of the wavelet caused by this interface.
Acquired GPR signals represent a convolution of a target response with that of the GPR system and soil (Savelyev and Sato, 2004) . If we can estimate the response of the GPR in soil, then we can separate that from the received, convolved, signal by deconvolution in order to obtain a clear target image.
Pulse compression is a known technique that compresses the pulse width so that an obscured target signal can be easily separated. In addition, the concept of the Wiener filter is one of the known tools in radar signal processing for extracting known wavelets from a signal that is contaminated with noise (Bancroft, 2002) .
The inverse filter is one of the methods for pulse compression, implemented by dividing the original data by the reference signal data in the frequency domain. In practical cases, GPR data usually contains noise caused by the system and clutter. Clutter refers to those signals that are unrelated to the target but occur in the same sample time window and have similar spectral characteristics to the target wavelet (Daniels, 1996) . In the inverse filtering process, noises and clutter can be amplified due to the division by the reference signal, and may hide the target signal. This is considered to be one of the disadvantages of the inverse filtering technique (Tanaka and Sato, 2004) . In a matched filter, the original GPR data is multiplied by the complex conjugate of the reference signal.
A Wiener filter is a combination of an inverse filter with a matched filter, with the balance between them determined by a weighting parameter. This is a helpful technique in reducing noise; by changing the value of this parameter, we can swap between the inverse and matched filter, depending on the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the data.
The impulse response of the radar technique in free space differs from the impulse response of GPR in a field situation. One of the difficult issues in determining the impulse response of a GPR system is the selection of a reference signal. To study this, we have tried to use a reflection from the target and from the ground surface as a reference signal for pulse compression.
In this paper, we have developed new algorithms for designing an optimal filter that can be applied during GPR signal processing in order to compress the signal so that we can separate a shallow target from reflections from the ground surface. We used Wiener filter technique with both simulated and field data to validate our idea.
Background averaging subtraction to suppress ground surface reflections
In this section, we describe the traditional background-average subtraction technique used to remove the direct wave and ground reflection. The filter is based on subtracting from each trace an averaged value of an ensemble of traces taken over the area of interest. Background-averaging subtraction assumes that the background is smoothly varying, that the number of targets is limited, and that they are physically well separated (Daniels, 1996; Roth et al., 2003) , but these assumptions cannot be achieved in most of the GPR cases. An estimate of the average is obtained by calculating the mean of several measurements in the absence of a buried target (Caldecott et al., 1985; van der Merwe and Gupta, 2000) .
The field GPR data we used in this paper were acquired with a RAMAC 250 MHz shielded antenna, with transmitterreceiver offset of 0.36 m. A sampling frequency of 3941 MHz was used to record GPR traces with 515 sampling points per trace in time direction, and 50 traces per metre. The survey target is a pipe located on the Kawauchi campus of Tohoku University. The layout for data acquisition over the pipe is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the GPR raw data (2D B-scan) and a 1D time trace extracted from the centre of the hyperbolic reflection from the pipe, at 4 m distance along the profile. Figure 3 illustrates the data after background subtraction. From the 1D time domain trace shown in Figure 3b , we can see that the background averaging subtraction may lead to insufficient reduction or separation of the ground-surface reflected GPR signals. We believe that the reflection from the pipe is distorted by the multiple reflections from the ground surface, and by other clutter from the subsurface. Moreover, in this location the shallow subsurface is an inhomogeneous medium, with properties that usually vary with position along the surface, which makes the reflection non-stationary. Also, the ground disturbance from the edges of the trench cut during the burial of the pipe makes this dataset violate these filter assumptions.
Inspection of the results of background subtraction demonstrated poor performance of the moving-average approach for reducing the effect of the ground surface reflection in order to discriminate and enhance target signals.
Target signal enhancement by pulse compression
The most difficult problem is the removal of the ground reflection which is the main part of clutter. Background averaging (subtraction of the average A-scan) is not effective, as explained in the previous section. Inverse filtering is a simple method for pulse compression. The original data F(o) is divided by the reference signal R ref (o) in the frequency domain (Curlander and McDonough, 1991; Savelyev and Sato, 2004; Tanaka and Sato, 2004) . In real cases, GPR data contains noise caused arising in the system as well as other clutter. One disadvantage of the inverse filter approach is that this noise and clutter can also amplified by division by the reference signal. The Wiener filter defined by equation 1 for a given input signal can be considered to be an optimum filter for signal reception when the received signal is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (Wehner, 1995) .
where R ref is a reference signal, the superscript (*) indicates the complex conjugate, and b is a constant, interpreted as the SNR. To obtain the reference signal which will be used in pulse compression, we use a windowing function to filter a time-domain signal and pick up the signal of interest only. The time-gating function applied to the data is shown in Figure 4 . It is a Hamming window, which is a raised cosine function (Stearns, 2003) . The basic formula of this function is:
where f 0 (t) is the original time-domain signal, w(t) is the window function, and f(t) is the time-gated signal. During pulse compression, the time-gating window used to extract the reference signal is compensated. We estimated the parameters for this time-gating window manually, by checking the 1D timedomain trace for the expected start and end times for the reference signal.
Synthetic data by FDTD simulation
In order to understand how the reference signal affects and changes the pulse-compression behaviour, we applied the pulse-compression technique using Wiener filtering to a synthetic dataset generated by a two-dimensional FiniteDifference Time Domain (FDTD) simulation (GPRMAX-2D, 2005) . The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 1 . A wavelet, which is a first order derivative Gaussian pulse, is used as a source of excitation at a frequency of 900 MHz. The target is a 5 cm diameter metallic cylinder, embedded 20 cm deep in sand with permittivity of 3 e 0 . Figure 5a shows the 2D GPR synthetic data, in which the hyperbolic reflection shape represents the reflection from the metallic cylinder. Figure 5b shows the 1D time domain trace #20, picked from the apex of the 2D hyperbolic reflection.
Reflection from metallic cylinder as a reference signal
In this method, we used the reflection from the metallic cylinder of the synthetic model as a reference signal with which to carry out pulse compression. The reason why we selected a reflection from the target is that pulse compression will read the exact reflection time for the target, so the target pulse width will be compressed and separated out from the strong contaminated signals and can be discriminated. In the 1D time-domain trace in Figure 5b we cannot detect the reflected signal from the metallic cylinder, because of the strong reflection wave from the ground surface, which has masked the target reflection around this region. The reflection from the metallic cylinder in trace #40 was instead selected as a reference signal, as in this trace we can see that the reflection from the ground surface is clearly well separated from other signals. The reference signal should be picked from traces in which the reflection from the ground surface is clearly separated from other signals. The windowing function in the time-domain, as shown in Figure 4 , was used to extract the reflection from the metallic cylinder only (by time gating from 1.8 ns until 3 ns). Then, after applying a Fourier transformation (FFT) to transfer all the data into the frequency domain, pulse compression was applied to the synthetic model data using a Wiener filter described by equation 1. Figure 6a represents the 1D time-domain trace after pulse compression. Figure 6b shows the frequency domain spectrum, in which we find that the spectrum bandwidth has become wider, to reach more than 4 GHz, compared with the bandwidth of the original data, which is 3.8 GHz. Moreover, the resulting 1D time- Figure 6a is acceptable for separation of the target reflection from the ground surface signal. Figure 7 represents the 2D reconstructed image obtained with the proposed pulse-compression technique.
Comparison between 1D time-domain trace #20 as shown in Figure 5b (before) and Figure 6a (after pulse compression) demonstrates that we can separate the target reflection by using pulse compression.
Ground reflection as a reference signal
Using the synthetic data shown in Figure 5a , we selected the strong reflection from the ground surface as a reference signal in time domain. The windowing function shown in Figure 4 , applied from 0 to 1.7 ns, was designed to separate out the ground-surface reflection. The raw data and time-gated reference data were transferred to the frequency domain and the pulse-compression method was applied.
Figures 8a and 8b show trace #20 after pulse compression, in the time domain, and the spectrum in the frequency domain, respectively. Comparing this method with the earlier one, we find that, at approximately at 1.8 ns on the time axis as shown in Figures 6a and 8a , the two methods give similar results for pulse compression, and we can observe that the target reflection has been separated from the strong surface reflection. This result can be also confirmed by comparing the frequency-domain spectrum result for the compressed pulse, as shown in Figures 6b and 8b . For comparison of results before and after pulse compression we have always displayed trace #20, from the apex of the hyperbolic Time (ns) Fig. 7 . The 2D synthetic ground penetrating radar profile after applying pulse compression using the reflection from the metallic cylinder as a reference signal.
reflection from the metallic cylinder, as it is the trace most affected by the strong reflection from the ground surface.
From the results depicted in Figures 6a and 8a and in the 2D GPR images shown in Figures 7 and 9 we can confirm that the pulse-compression filter in both cases allows discrimination between a target reflection and the ground surface reflection, and led to a better performance and reliable separation between them. This is because of similarity in the waveform between the reference and original signals. The complete extraction of the reflection from the target makes a good argument for pulse compression.
Pulse compression applied to GPR field data
The 2D GPR data that were acquired over the pipe, as shown in Figure 2 , have a high SNR, and were used as a field example to verify the effectiveness of the pulse-compression filter.
Pulse compression using target reflection as a reference signal
From the 2D GPR field measurement data shown in Figure 2a we used the reflection from the pipe as the reference signal. Figure 2b shows the raw time-domain trace at the apex of the hyperbolic reflection of the pipe. A Hamming window similar to that shown in Figure 4 , but with a different time gate (from 22 to 32 ns), was used to extract only the reflection from the pipe to be used as the reference signal for pulse compression. In order to avoid the truncation error effect, the time gating window has smoothed edges.
The reference signal after time gating is depicted in Figure 10a . Then, we applied the Fourier transformation (FFT) to convert the reference signal to the frequency domain. The spectrum of the reference signal is shown in Figure 10b . A Wiener filter is robust against noise, depending on the constant b. The parameter b controls the sharpness of the compressed signal and noise level (Tanaka and Sato, 2004) . So, the value of b must be carefully determined, by checking the time-domain trace and the reconstructed image at the same time. The optimal value decided on for b was 1000, chosen by checking the timedomain signal after applying the Wiener filter. In order to eliminate the effect of low and high frequency noise components, bandpass filtering was applied in the frequency domain before carrying out pulse compression. The filter had a unity-gain pass band from 20 to 500 MHz, with smooth edges to prevent ringing.
The results obtained with this proposed pulse-compression filter are shown in Figure 11a and b. The pulse compression with field data yielded less satisfactory results for target separation than expected, and did not work as efficiently as with synthetic data. We believe that the reason is the strong reflection from the ground surface and strong clutter. It is also possible that this insufficient compression may have resulted from incomplete extraction of the pipe reflection. To examine such ideas we looked at a different reference signal, to be discussed in the next section.
Pulse compression using ground reflection as a reference signal
For this version of the filter technique, we selected the strong reflection from the ground surface as a reference signal to carry out pulse compression of the field data. A window function was used to extract the ground surface reflection from the original time domain trace. The window was placed from 0 to 22 ns for the field data, where we expect the location of ground surface reflections to occur. Further, for this field data a bandpass filter (low frequency smoothing edge from 20 to 100 MHz, flat top from 100 to 420 MHz, and high frequency smoothing edge from 420 to 500 MHz) was applied to remove low and high frequency noise before carrying out pulse compression. Figure 12a and b show the reflected wave from the ground surface in the time domain and the corresponding spectrum in the frequency domain, respectively. It is important to note that the reference signal from the ground surface reflection (R ref (o)) contains many unwanted contributions, such as for example clutter reflections from the rough surface and from subsurface soil inhomogeneities. In addition, the spectrum of the reference signal in Figure 12b has a wider bandwidth, and in particular contains higher frequencies than the target-reflection reference signal. Theoretically, for pulse compression using a Wiener filter the reference signal waveform should be in the same size and amplitude as the signal to be compressed (Mertins, 1999; Bancroft, 2002) .
When using the reflected wave from the ground surface, the pulse duration and bandwidth are wider, which opens up the possibility of using high-energy signals for pulse compression but also in the same time allowing the higher frequencies of the noise to pass. This is one of the significant differences and advantages from using ground reflections comparing with target reflections. Figure 13a and b show the data obtained after pulse compression by Wiener filtering, where (a) is the 2D GPR reconstructed profile and (b) the time-domain trace, respectively. Comparing the raw data and compressed data, in 1D time-domain and 2D reconstructed image forms, indicates that the reflection from the ground surface is compressed and that the target reflection can be detected and separated out. Moreover, at the same time we observe that the clutter reflections are also reduced with pulse compression, because the reference signal contain both reflection from ground surface and clutter from subsurface inhomogeneities. This means that our concept of the strong effect of the ground reflection was correct and we can see that the filter is working effectively.
Discussion
Our results show a high possibility for target signal compression and target separation from background signals. However, when using target reflections as reference signals, we found that the field data pulse does not compress as much as in our simulations. Moreover, in using target reflections as reference signals, the filter result for simulated data is much better than the field data because the simulated data does not have a noise component. In this case, we believe that the reason that pulse compression does not work as efficiently on the real field data is the presence of strong reflections from the ground surface, and clutter, which is highly dominant in the raw field data shown in the 2D GPR image Figure 2a . This means that the selection of the target reflection as a reference signal is not adequate for pulse compression using a Wiener filter. However, the noise level decreased with the target reflection as reference signal, and the SNR was improved, for real field data. Using reflections from the ground surface as the reference signal, we applied pulse compression to the GPR raw data, with a value of 1000 as an optimal value for the parameter b in the Wiener filter. The results for field data, as represented in Figure 13 , indicate a significant improvement in the filter response where the ground surface reflection and clutters were compressed. In addition, comparing the time-domain trace extracted before and after applying filter processing, we can see that the target signal can be differentiated from the ground reflection for both simulated and field data, as for both data we showed the trace from the hyperbolic reflection apex, where the ground reflection has the strongest effect on the target signal. However, at the same time the noise level slightly increases in the field data, because the wide bandwidth we used allows the higher-frequency component of the noise to pass, as observed in Figure 13a and b.
For a pulse-compression filter, the selection of the reference signal is an important point, because as the signal width is compressed, the noise level will increase, especially if the SNR of the reference signal is low. We also found that the pulse is compressed more as the b value increases; however, the noise ratio also increases.
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a new filter technique enhancing GPR signals by pulse compression. The first version of the method uses the target signal itself as a reference signal, whereas a second version considers the ground reflection as a reference signal. The proposed technique was applied to simulated as well as measured GPR data. The filter approach shows a good outcome for pulse compression, especially if the reference signal is determined correctly. With both simulated and field data, using the ground-surface reflection as a reference signal, we found that the effect of the ground reflection as well as the subsurface clutter was reduced, and that the target reflection was enhanced. Using the target signal as a reference signal was not as effective. According to a Wiener filter definition, the reference signal should be the signal from the target we want to compress (waveform similarity). Although the reference signal is not the target signal itself, the reflection from the pipe could be also improved and separated out as the reflection from the ground surface was compressed. We conclude that a pulse-compression technique by Wiener filtering for GPR could serve as a helpful approach to extracting target information from GPR data, depending on the successful selection of the reference signal to be used in pulse compression. 
